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'

o rder in Vich teachers, principals, central office staffs; and other persowl
ranked them. Any number in parenthesis following an objective indicates a
duplication. .The rating sdale represents an evaluation of 1 as essential,
2 as,necessary, 3 as questionable, and 4 as nonessential.

'I.

-A Rating'of Mathematics Competency Objectives

The top.204 mathematics cbMpetency objectives are'liSted)here in the

. . 4
S.

7 ie,

Rank - Mean Test

Aft Order' Rating Match
,

,.

Each student will demong/rate the ability:

to adb whofe numbers. 1

to subtraot whole numbers. 2

3

: to divide. whole numbers. 4 1.10

to divide whole numbers. (4). 5

to multiply whole numbers.

tjcompute the amount of change to be returned

.

when given the price of an article and denomina-
t'on..of'the currency tp be used in paying for it.

1

,

't multiply whole numbersp b33
!

to divide with a one-digit divisor resulting
in no remainder'.

.t-

'V t

to,multiply two and,t1+ee-digit wholeopumbers.

tto divide with a two-digit divisor- resulting
in mrremai;nder.

to multiply with zero as a Placenolder.

rto determine the total value of money when.
given a listinp of the number of coihs in
several diffenent denominations.

e

7 T.11,

, 14.16

9" 11.17

10 1.1a

11 1.19

. 12 1.20
4.

to make the correct change'when given an 0

arriount of money and amount of purchase. 13 1.20

t

to divide with a one-digit divisorresulting
in a remainder.

to divide with a two-digit divisor resulting
in remainder.

to multiply with zero as multiples of ten:

<I

1
.

-OA

15

1'6 1.22



Rating of Mathematics Competency Objectives
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4.

Each student will demonstrate the ability:

to subtract whole numbers, dultiple places,
vertic41 format with borrowing.

to add whole numbers, multiple places,
vertical format with carrytng.'

to ddd decimals.

to su tract whole numbers with two or more
cons cutive zeros in the minuend.

to btract whole numbees. (2,)

to select from,among several of.the articles ,

those that he or she can afford when given
-a certain amount of money.

to add whole numbers. (1)

o -subtract decimals.

to Subtract whole numbers, multiple places,
vertical format without 4orrowing. (17)

'-to-solve problems involving money matters.

; to add whole numbers, multiple places,
vertical format without carrying..

to determine the amount of the purchase
when given an order from a fast.-food restvrant.

to determine the difference in cost when given
the prices of two articles.

. to write phecks. .

to complete the check stub.
.

to find the total income when given the average
, weekly ipcome'and the number of weeks the income
is receiVed.

.

.

to determine the difference in cost when given
the price of two items.

tedetermine the price of one or more of a
particular item when given the list price of
that item.

Rank
Order

Mean

Rating

Test
Match

17
le"

1:22

18 1%23

19 .1.25 .

20 1.2,5

21 .1.26

- 22 1.26

23 1.27 .

24 1.28..

25 1.28

26 1.28

27 1,30

28 1130

24- 1.31

30. 1:32

,

/

'31
.

1.32
A

,

!
.

32 .k.32'

38'' 1.33 4

34 , 1.13



f athema,4ics Competency ObjRating o M ectives
.Page 3 '

4

r

.

Rank Mean Test- Order Ratin9 Match

tach student will demonstrate the abilitY:

to determine which items can be purliased
with a given amount of money when given the
\ost of several articles. 35 1.33

to count money. . 36 . 1.33

'.to apply basic operatOons of a'rithmetic ..

(addition, suhtraction,multiplication 4E_

and division) involving one operat4on,
. .

.
. ,

37 1.33

: la multiplfdecimals. 38. 1.34

to measure time. 39 1.35

io add arid subtract fractions. 40 1.36
1

to multiply decimals. (38) 41 1.38

,
to add and subtract decimals. , 42 1.38-

'

to multiply decimals. (38, 41) ,

to determine ttle number and variety of bills
and coins to be given in change when.given the
total bill and'thé amount of ilioney paid to the

43 1.38

cashier. 44 1.40

to add decimals in vertical for-meat. 45 1.41

to give the wbrd representdtion 'of a whole
nuMber. 46 1.41

to determine the amount of take-home pay when
given a salary and the deductions. 47 1.42

to measure length. 48. 1.42

to compute other,measures. 49 1.42
0

to compute customary measure. 50 1.42

to determine the weekly, monthly; and,yearly
pages when given'the hourly wage and the number
of hours worked in,a week. 51 1.42

to add and subtract 'like fractions (with same

44C
denominators) in vertical format.

,
52 1.45

A

to divide decimals with whole,number divisor. . 53 1.46

1
-



Rating of Mathematics Competehcy Objectives

'lige 4

Each student will demonstrate the abi,lity:

,

Rank
Order

to edd fractigns. (401 54

to find the "take-home" pay when given the gross
pay, anedeductions for federal tax, state tax, '
and social security, 55

to multiply with zero.s a multiplier of ten. .(16) 56

to divide decimals., 57

to measure quantity. . 58

to measiire weight. 59

to multipl,jf_with zero as a placeholder. (11) ,

to subtract fractions. (40)

,

60

61,

to compute sales tax. 62

Mean 'Test
Rating Match

1.46

1.46

1.51
.

1451

,

1.51

to apply basic operations of arithmetic (addition,

, subtraction, multiplication and division)
involving more than one operation. 63 1A2

to solve consumer problems. 64 1.52

4 to measure and'read temperature. _ 65 1.52
,

to dosmeasurement's and work with them: (49, 50) 66 1:52
. .

- to determine the sale price of an object when
given the list price and the tax rate.. .

to divide decimAls by 10, 100, 1000, etc.

67

68

tO multiply fractions. 69,

to compute percent:
.

704

to find the fraction part of a whole number. 71 '

to compute with whole humbets, decimals,
,fractions, and percentage. 72

4.0'

' to determine the differences in-time:when
given two times a day. 73

to add and subtract unlike fractions (without
same denominator) in vertical format. A 74

..,

1.52' k

1.53

1.54

1.54

1.54'

1.55
.

1.57'

,

1:57
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Rank. Mean Test
. Order Rating Match 4

Each Student will demonstrate the ability:

to compute simple interest. . 75 1.58

to diviqq.decimals using a divisor with
decimal. 76 1.58

to multiply a-whole numbero by a *per
fraction. 77 , 1.59

to add whole'numbers, pultiple places,
horizontal format without caruing. 78 1.59

to measure area. 79 1.59

to compute credit charges. 80 1.60

to compute percent of a number. 81 1.61

tO compute discount. 82 1.62

to multiply and divide fisactions.*(69). 'frt'83 1.64.

to divide decimals resulting in an answer
less than one. 84 1 65

to select an appropriate measuring device
for measuring an object pdssessing length
to the-nearest unit specified.

to subtract whofe numbers, multiple places,
horizontal format without borrowing. 86 1.66

85 1.66

to find the amount oftimelt took'to-do a
task when given a starting time and a time

. of completion.

to compare relative size of simple fractions.

to add whole numbers, multiple places,
horizontal format with carrying. (78) 89 1.67

to,divide a fraction by a whole,number. 90 , 1.68

- 87 1.67

88 1.-67

4.

*-to compare fractions. (88) 91 1.69

to subtract whole nuMbers, multiple places,
horizontal format with borrowing. (86) 92 1.69

*eth equate two proper'ffacstions. 0 1.70
,

.to divide a whole number 'by a proper fraction. 94 00
,
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Mos

Each student will demonstrate the.ability:

,to compute properties of one and zero fn addi-
tion and multiplication.

to change fractions, decimals, and percent
to equivalent forms.

to apply basic Iteratidns. (37)

to round numbers.

to measure volume

to add and subtract mixed fractions with
.

like dendminators in vertical format without
regrouping.

to read maps*and locate places.

to change a Apercent'to a decimal.
)

to estimite.the cost of a number of items.

\ when given the cost of a single item.

to determine the weekly-wage when given the
number of pieces of work completed daily and
the rafedoer piece. .

to determine the temperature of the water
.

when given a thermoMeter and a container of
water.

\
. '.

to multiply a whole number by a mixéd number.

to realize that a high percentage chance of
rain indigates that an outdoor activity will
likely have to be postponed,.when given a
weather forecast as printed in a hbVspaper.

to add and subtract mixed,fractions with lite
denominators in vertical format with regrouping.

to multiply a proper fraction by a proper ,

fraction.

to change pe'rcent to a decimal. (10?)

"to'find the difference in the attendance for
two events when given the number of tickets
sad to each event. .

5

,

Rank

Order
Mean

Rating
Test
Natch

ure

95;'
a

'1.70

96 1.71

97 1.71

98 1.72

99 1.72

100 1.73

101 1.73

102 1.73
.

.

.

'103 1.73,

..

.

. .

164 1.73
.

/N

105 1.73

106 1.74' ,

*

107 1.74

108 : 1.74

109 1.74

11Q

le%

1.74

, 111 1.75
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At

*lb

Each student will demonstrate the ability:

to measure metric-length.

to round whole minters. .(98)

to estimate the answers to a problem.

to determine propertits of numbers.

to name the shape of the sign when given
a picture of a highway s.ign.

)

to measuremetric weight.

to equate two equivalent improper fractions.

to determine the number of iteds made (bring
a time interval, when given the number of
items a worker makes each hour, and the number

.of,hours worked.

_
to determine metric measure. .

to change a mixed number tS an imprciper

k
raction an improper fraction to almixed
mber.

to" change a decimal to percent. /
,

to divide a proper fraction by a proper
fraction. -----

to change 6actions to decimals.

to realize that the.chance of winning a contest
is poor, when given-huge odds against winning
the contest.

to add and subtract mixed fractionsAMith unlike
.dehominators in vertical format with regrouping.

A

to read and interpret graphs, maps, charts; and
tables.

to use a distance chart to determjne how far it
is between two locations, when given a North ,

Carolina road map. .

to identify the rank'representation of a.
decimal numeral.

%pc

9

4Ir

Rank Mean Test
Order Rating Match

112 --1.76

113 1.76

114 1.76's

115 1.76

116 1.77

117 1.77

118 1.77

119 1.78

120 1.78

.

121 1:78

122 1.79

123 1.79

124 1.80

125 1.81

126 1.81

127 1.82

,12$ 1.82

129 1.82
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Or Rank
Order

Each student will demonstrate the ability:

to change decimals to fractions. 130.

twdetermine how much would have to be saved
for any given number of weeks to pay for an
item, without consIdering any interest that
might be earned, when given the cost of the
item. 131

to determine the average number of newspapers
sold eget,. day, when given the number of

c,newspapersb sold each day for a five-day
. ,

period. 132

to find the total number of, cars that have
parked in a parking lot durIpg a particular
time interval, when given the number of,

automobiles parked .in the parking lot for
five different days.

,
133

to determine i*Amount of*sales tax to,be
paid, when given the price of an article
costing between $1.25 and $10.00 and the
rate of sales tax.' 134

to round decimals greater than one. 135
,

. Mean Test
i.tating Match,

1.84

1.84

,

1.84 ,(

) 1.

1 1.84

1.85

1.85

to determine properties of odd tnd even .
.

numbers. . . 136 1.86

to add and subtract mixed fractions with
unlike denominatorsOn vertical format
without regrouping. / 137 1.86

to average (arithmetic mean). '138 1.87

to find an integral percent of a whole number. 139 1.87

to read information from charts or graphs. 140 1.88

to meature metric area. 1 41 1.88
JP

to add decimals in horizontal format. 142 1.89

to'subtract dicimals in horizontal format. 143 1.9G -

to determihe tie sale price, when given the-
price of an article And a rate of discount. 144 1.91

to estimate and approximate. 145 1.92

10 .
;

JP
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Each student will demonstrate the ability:
. _./

r
,

.
. .

to round decimals less than one.

,

to compute the area.of a rectangle with
formula.

o to determine-the'approximate distance a
.car can beliriven, when given the fuel
efficiepcy 16f tbe car and the amount of
gasoline in the tank.

to answer questions about the data when
given information displayed on a simple
bar graph.

to measure area.

to determine the cost per unit for two
quantities of a product and state which
rate is cheaper, when giyen the costiof
a specific quantity of the product ahd

the cost of a different quantity of the same
product.

to demonstrate'hOw a sales Ilip would show
the price'of each item, the tax, and the
total bill, when given a list of purchdsed
items, the amount charged for each item,
and the sales tax rate.

to select equivalent expressions for
measurement.

to measure metric volume.

toAdetermine the total cost of the materjais
i necessary to construct an item, when given
t- an itemized list of the amounts of various
materials used inconstruCting the item awl
the cost per unit of each material. .

to compute ;be percent one number is of
another.

*- to compute the area .of a square with formula.

to perfo& computations of the.sort re'quired

on the most basic income tax form.

.1"

Rank
Order

Mean Test
Ratinsi Match

146 . 1.92

147 1.92

*

. .

148 1.92

149 1.92

150 1.92

-

151 1.93

411 152 1.93

153 1 93

154 1.93

155 1.94

e 1

156 ,1.95 .

157 1.95

158 1.95
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p.

'/

V Each student will demonstrate the ability:-

to cOmpute tlie amount to be allocated to
each item'in a daily badget, When given the
amount of weekly', allowance and tht frac- --
tional part of the allowance to be spent
on various items. ,-

to read data from tables or charts. (140)

to estimate mileage when reading maps.

to read data from *charts, graphs, tablle
and maps. (160,140)

to approximate. (145)

to estimate and approximate. (145, 163)

to find-the cbst for any number of weeks,
when given an itemized list of expenses
for one week. 165 - 2.01 ,

.Rank

Order ,

.

Mean -lest

Rating Match

159 1.96

160 1.97

161 .1.98

162' 1,98

163 :2.00

164 2..00

7

:

to determine area when gtven.the measuremente:

to use geometric ideas (applygeometric'ideas 1 002'

to everyday .ptuations.) 167 2.02
-

to read data from bar illiphs. (160, 140)-- 168 ,2.04

to apply knowledge ofprobabilityand'statis-
.

tics to everyday. sithations.

to determine the required travel time, when
given the distance between two points and a
rate of travel.

to apply geometric concepts. (167)

to interpret data from chats, graphs, tables
and maps. (140, 160, 168). 172 2.05

to concelitua,lize a right angle% 173 2.06

to recognize parts of a circle. 174 2.06

169 2.04

170 2.04

17-1 2.05 ,

talread data from line graphs.

to-identify the center-of a circle.

to determine t,he distance traveledo when
given traveling ttwe and rate. -177 2.07

12

175 112.07

176 2:07
4 .

a
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a .

Rink , Mail Test
...''' F , Order , -Rating Match

,

1.._
,

.

Each' student will demonstrate 'the Nbi 1 i ty:

to find tties..average monthly ,payment over a

period of one, year if the money were borrgi41,
.

when given the cost of an item such as a r
ten-speed bicycle and an. itemized list of
accessories. -

a

to determine-the total cost of, the utilities
' used and'then compare this cost with the amount
. shown low-the. utility hal, when -given a
,schedule of for utilities arates .and

utility bill.," -.

01.

ta igterpret data from tabTes or charts.
(1407 160, 168; 172)

,

to conceptualize perimeter.
,

- to compute ratio and proportion.
,

to read data .from cirae .9raphs.
A

.

'..to determine the perimeter and area of a
room when given a scale drawing, of the .room.

,to interpret data -from bar' gra'phs: (168).
.

,

to compute the area of a triangle with formula.

to compute a number vihen a percent of it is .

known.

to interpret data from liqe graphs.

to determine quantities of ingredients for
different,numbers of people, when given a recipe
for a particulaf- number of people.

'to interpret' data from circle graphs.

to.identify the diameter of a .circle.

to estiMate the driving time when given the
distance between -twb cities.

to determine eometric relations .such as

parallel lin

to compute e area' of a circle with formdla.

.

4.

178 2.08 '

:

179 2.08

.

.-:---

186 2.09
,

181 ' 2.10 .

182 2.11'.

183 2.11

184 2.12

185 2.13

186 2.13

187 2.14 4

if

188 2.14

189 2.14

190 .2.15,

191 2.15

192 2.16

193 2.16

194 2.17
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Eaeh .student will demonstrate the ability:

to determine geoOtrtc.relations such a's
perpendicular lines.

to identi y the radius of a circle.
,

*. .

I
.

to ue creçtly a given form,la for a Wen
set dala.

.

197 , : 2.26
,

,
a a

i

to detirmine the length of two non-adjacent sides -
when tto others are given, when given a drawing .

. of a xectangular-shaped object. - 198, 2.28

Rank Mean Test
Order Rating Match

. 195 2.21

196 2.21

ID determine the,relationship between radius,
and diameter.

to-determine the distancesbetween two given
points, thio travel time, and the cost of
gas for a car trip between the two points,
when -given the average.speed and the average
gas mileage for a car, the cost of gas, and .
a map or ohart.

to find the rate or interest, when given all
variables in a simple "investment" problem
except.the rate or amount of interest.

;

to determine the amount of material nasded
to build an item, when given a simple scale
deawing of the item to be constructed and thAt
material to be used.

to determine averages and total scores for
various sports involvtng individuals or
groups,when given significant data.

to find the cost of keeping a pet for a
specified number of years when given the
average tost'of ,keeping the pet for one
year and the expected increase in costs
each year as 6the pet grows.

.

199 2.28

200 2.31

201 2.31

202 2.47

2103 2.49

204' 2.70

(This completes the mathematics competency objectives.)

14

'-\
/



A Rating of Reading Competency Objectives

The top 647 reading competency objectives are listed here in the order in
which teachers, principals, central office staffs, and other personhel ranked
them: Any number in Wenthetis following an objective indicates a duplication.
The rating scale represents-an evaluation of 1 as essentia], 2 as necessary, ,
3 as questionable, and 4 as nonessential:

16.

. .

Eac student will demonstrate the'ability: .

.
, .

' to follow sequential directions in cilse of I

4 ellergencies such as fire.
%

to follow directions or survival signs such
as poisbn or high voltage.

to identify the meaning of such signs as
stop, yield, one-Ay, school crosing or
explosives.

to follow caution signs on medicine.

- to idemg.ify the meaning of common outdoor
and street signs. (3)

to identify the meaning from cautions or
warnings on product labels. (4)

to identify the meaning of such signs as
stop, no trespassing, and'proceed at own
risk:

to follow written. directions6accurately.

to follow seguentfal first aid directions:

to identify the meaning,of words printed
on bottles. or cans that caution the user
against certain.dangers. (4, 6)

to follow basic general directions.

to follow road signs.

to know the rules of driving safely and
legally.

,

to read and understand road signs.

,

to followdirections. (8)

to follow dosage directions on a prescription
label.

15

,
...-- .

Ra0( Mean Test

(

'Oeder Rating Match
.

..:-- -.. I

-. ..

1 1.08

3 1.11

1.10' .

4 1.12

6 1.14

5 1.14

7 1.16

8 1.18

9 1.18

10 :1.19 .

11 1.19

12 1.19

f.

13 1.19

.

14 1.19

15 -1.20

16 1.20

.
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) Rank Mean Tilt-
O

, . .
Order Rating Match-

Each student will demonstrate the ability:

i' to .specify the meaning of labels such as
(

tqxic, hazardous, flammable, contents under

pressure, arid do not pierce, that caution
the reader against certain dangers. (406, 10)

;

*. to compute the amorint of-change to be,returned,

,- when.given the price of an article and denomi-
nat.* of the currency.to be used in paying
for it. ' . .

to,identify the correg,t meaning af road signs.

to know how to drive in special weather

conditions.

to. tell time.

to understand forms of per.sonal information
such as place of birth, occupation, and

parents' names.

to understand forms for personal information

such as name, addres and phone number.

to select the, information that fits in d

specified blank'bn a job application.

to gain emeegency information. (1)

to.comprehend directions.

to identify and recognize the meaning of a

road sign. . \ .

, ,

.to read health end safety materials.

to follow directions-on food labels.
,

to folloW sequential chile care.directions.

to know how to dnive safely and legally.

*
to determine the difference in the cost of

two articles.

to follow location directions in a work'

scheduje as daily routine.

to determine the correct placement of specific

information on a job applicatrion.

17 1.20
i

18 1.21,.

19 1.21

22 1,23

23 1.23

24 1.24

25 1.24

26 .1.25

,

27 1.25

28 ' 1.26

29_ 1.26

30 1.27
..

31 1:27

.32 1..27

33, 1.28

34 1.29

20 1.22

21 1.23

V Zo
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4

ft

-

"Each studentNwill demonstrate the ability:

to report a fire.

4

4.

.44

1,

to folelowteacher directions'and compaqr,
directions.for an assignment.

to_locafe'speEified information in'a.newS-
paper: barbel, telephone directory, building
directory, schedule, or graph.

\ei
to know what information to put on an
application form.

to locate slpecified information in a telephone
book. , 4 39

11.

. 0

Rank Mean Test
Order R tin Mla.ecti

I,

. .

.

. ft:-
35 1.29 .

.

t -,.\\
9

36
, .

37 1.29

''. 38 1 30

to inquire abbutör apply for a.job. 40" 1.30
,

. ,

to dentify the meaning of specifiicipedical
terminology or instructions such as antidote,
allergit-reactions, take at *bedtime, or keep

,
underl...efrigeration.

,to request an ambulance. .
.

2 4 A

4 ,
'to know how and why to follow, medical

instruction. I.

to obtain valid%vehicle registration.
"

to obtain information about poison.

to know how and whom to as.k fol.- help in'

emergencies.

to take writtenand behind-the-wheel license
tests.

to recognize potential hazals of\medicines
and cleaning fluids,in reach of children. -

to id tifrpropper placement of statisfics on
an ap ion f r a social security card. 49 1.33

41 .1.30

42 1.31

-43 1..31

44 1.32

45 1.32

46 1.33

.47 1.33

48 , 1.33

to follow s)
/ 4

directions precisely. 50 1-.-33

to follow written,directions. (15, 8) 51 1.34

to locaie specified information in a tedephOne
book. (39 52 . 1.34*

lab

A.
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Rating of Reading COmpetency Objectives.
Page

. Rank Mean ,rest-
Order Rating Match

Each student will,demonstrate thg' ability:

to recognize tho potential hazArds of .

frayed cords and,otherrfaulty equipment. ,

to ask for an applfcation fort%
,

to ead,job related materials.
. .

tofollow location,directions in a local
communtty.

toUnderstand the importance of promptnesst 8

st

in a job interview.

to know where and when to apply basic
safety measures.

;
4

to select from several articles, when given
a certain amount of money.

to convert paper money to coins.

to cash a check. ,.

to recognize potential.hazards.

to understandiincome forms:

'7./to understand salevsliRs. .

to dentify an item leb led with consumJr

vocabutary in selecttn its use for a

specified purpose.

to apply for and obtain,limse plates.

to recognize potential hazards in the storage
o of flammablets.

to,gain Safety and job requirement information.

to knowVien and wWIT to apply fire escape
mcedures.

to set up an appointment or interview.

to obey tompany rules about promptness, lunch
hours, and so forth.

to figure change. (1 .

MN.

53 1:35.

54

55, 1.35

.

1.36

58 . 1.16

59 1.36

66 1.37

61
..--

1.37

62 1.37

63 1.37 .

64 1,38

t

.1.38.65-'

66 1.38

67 1.38

644 , 1.38

69 1.38

70 1.38

.

7r 1 38

72 1:39



Rating of-Reading Competency Objectivh .

T'age 5

Each student will.demonstraie'the ability:

' to' recognize normal body temperture and

Rank
Order

Mean

iqttna
Jest
Match

fever. 73 1.39

to 'select iJormation that fits in a
specified blank ail an amflication form. (28) 74 1.40

to understand driver's license or learner's
permit forms.

-.(

75 1.40

to balance a checkbook.
/

76 1.40
N'S

to read citizenship materialS such as laws,
license forms, government forms, loting forms. V

te follow sequential directions in\telephone

77- 1.41

usage. 78 V 1.41

to know emergency hospital rooms available .
.

.

in the community.
1

79 1.41
4

to understand the importance of appropriate
dress on job interviews. 4 80 1142 1

to understand medical forms. 81 1.42

to know where and'when to use fire extinguishers. 82 1.42-
.

i

.

to follow sequential directions involving
several step's.

V

V

to.know what to do,when caught Vfl a severe

83 -1.42

storm. 84 1 43

to total a bill.

to fill out various forms associated with em-

85 1.43

ployment.

to recognize obvious signs of illness and ktiow

86 1.43

which require professional attention. 87 1.44

to identify abbreviations for titles such
as Dr., Mr.

1

to know where to write emergency ntimbers for

88. . 1.44

easy access. V

7,-

139. 1.44

to understand immunization programs. 90
V

1.44
(-4

to understand a worker's permit form . 91 1.44



.

Rating of Reading Competency Objectives
Page 6

AIM
Rank Mean Test
Order Ranking, Match

Each studht will demonstrate the ability: .

.---2- to-read, undersand, and respond to a variety

ii

of forms. 92 * 1.45

to understand the relattO of cleanliness
to'health. 1.45 6

to iaentify the proper response to 'selections
relating to the-motor vehicle code. 94 1-.45

to !Tow the basic principles of health
maintenance. g5 1.45.

to know the services offered by the fire
department. 96 1.45

to.understand the ,
drugs and health. 97 1.45

' to know the services ,offered by police 98 1.46

to use a fire call/alarm box. , 99 1.46

to read, Understand, add supply,information
on forms such as income tax, driver's license,
work permit, social security, W-2, insurance,
medical,-and property'tax. 100 1.46

to identify requirements of individual sequen-
tial directions for such tasks as 'taking a
garment from a pattern, cooking from a recipes
administering first aid, playing games, taking
appropriate emergency action, using cleaning
agents, assembling an item, and taking tests. 10) 1.46

: to understand the importance of job interviews,
and know how to act accordingly. 102 1:46

to complete the portions of a blank check. 103 1.47

' to understand a cash register slip. 104 1 47

to.recagnize'symptoms of contagious diseases
and know which require professional attention. 105 1.47

'to understand bank statements. 106 1.47

tcp know when and how to apply first aid. 107 1.47

'to write a letter of inquiry about a job. 108 1.47

20
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t .

Rating of Reading Competency Objective's
, Page 7'

4

Each student will.demonstrate the ability:

to khow ihe availability of ambulances in
-

the community.
*

to identify the meaning of medical termfnology
or-instructions printed ontbotfles-or cans. ,

.

to understan0 social security forMs.
. . ,

. ,

to- gain informationabout bill's and contracts.--'

to recognize the difference betWeen a brief
and persistent cough.

to understand insurance forms.

to knoW the various types of, medical facilities
typically available in a community,

to understand applications.

to call a doctor and explain symptoms over
the phone.

to understand the relationship between alcohol
and health:

,

to follow sequential test directiofls.

-* to know the public health services available.

to gain information about work schedules.
,

.

to understand sales.and rent agreements.

to use the key sumbols to get information on
maps.

,

, to.identify on a business statement the item
purchased, the cost, an8 the date the payment

due.

to open a savings account

to undprstand the physical and psychological
influences of pregnancy and the need for proper
prenatal care.

9 determine the difference when given two time§

of day.

Rank

Order
Mean Test

Rating Match

109. 1.47.

110 1.48

.,
-. 111 1.48

.
112- 1.50L

113 1.50

114 1.50"

115 1.50

116 1.50

117 1.51

118

119 , 1.51

120 1.52

121 1.52
.

122 1.52

123 1.52

124 . _1.52

125 1.53

126' 1.53

127 , 1.53



Rating of Reading Compefency Objectives

.
Page 8 %

, . \% t , CO

Rank Mean-, Test
4 Order Ratin9 Match,

Each student will demonstrate the ability:'

to figure costs an(' change. 128 1.53

to ynderstand the need for neatness and .'

accuracy in the compilation and construction
, Of a resume.

' to follow directions on building sighs:.

'-to linddrstand -fh4 relatiqnship between
nicotine and healt .

to understand'vocational fprms,

to understand tax forms.

, 1/53

"S. 130 " 1.54

S. 131 1.54

132

.
133 1,54 .

to read and understand consumer information
such-as labels, ads, guarantets, and repair I

guides. 134 1.54.

, 135 1.54

136 1.55

137 1.55

A

to comprehend factual information.

to understand the side effects of drugs.

to follow sequential voting'dirktions.

. to understand the.importan of attitude in an

employment situation. 138 1.56

to Iodate a telephone book. 139 1.56

to pick a job that fits specified criteria
from a seriesof want ads. . 140 M. 1.56

to know the relation of a regular exercise
program to health. 141 1.57

i .

to Understand W-2 form's. 142 _ 1.57

. .

to call an employer/to explain 4n absehce. 143 1.57

to determine individual needs and resources. 144 1 57
.

to know the services offered by the post office. 145 1.57

to understand the importance of,family planning
and the effectiveness of various birth control
methods. 146 1.58

to know the need for adequate sleep.. 147 1.58

I.
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.0 Raing.of Readimg Competency Objectives
* y

Page 9

student will demonstrate the abilitY:

to Identify whether sentences about a stoey
are true or false base0 on the details Of the
story. .

to know the need for discipline in child
rearing.

to-know the various iypes of banking services

to.know to whom and why to communicaleAealth
4

informatiod.

to request a loan.

to treat dog bite or snake bite.

to 'answer bank statement questions,concerning
sequence of numerals, comparison of amoots,
and Orevidus balance.

to understand rates andloans.

I.

to identify and interpret dateon a utility
bill,

to comPrehend the main idea of written material._

to identify stated main ideas.
,

to demonstrate the ability to obtain Anforma-
tibn from a dictionary.

to determine sources of incomm(salary, ihterestl.

to lormulate logicallbudget categories.

to know the function of a W-2 form.

to know th standards of behavior for various
types of em loyment.

to read and use reference materials to locate
information.-

to understand normal=term pregnancy.

to set pribrities: needs versus luxuiles or
extras.

to place data properly on a rental application.

23

Rank Mean' Test.
Order Rating Match

148

149

156

1.58

1.58

1.59

.

151 1.59

152 1.59 (

153 1.59'

.
01

151t-- 1.60

155 1;60

156 1.60

157- 1.60

158 1.60
al

lip 1.60

160 1.61

161 1.61

162 1.61

163 1,61

AIL

164 1.61 .

165 1.61

166 1.61

167 1.61



Rating of Reading Competency Objectives
Page 10

Elih student,will demonstrate the ability:

:14o read and interpret a Written,contractual
.form. 1,68

to figure costs and change. I 169

C3
to know the rights'of the accused (including
procedures of arrest). 170

AeRank Mean Test .

Order Rating *Match

:.to know the problems of chi-id-abuse. :Ilk

to'use credit cards.

to order a meal and know what the bill will
be.

171

772/,

173

to.,complete a bank signature card with the
'peoper information. 174

to understandhow smoking affects a,fetus. 175

to obtain required documents (birth certificate). 176

to use road maps, charts, illustrations. 177

to re.call factual detail from a driver's
handbook. 178

to understand the relationship among various

- denominations of money and among various weights

and pleasures. '179

to understand the relationship of the interview

to the rest of the hiring process." 160
,

to recall factual details pertinent to bicycle

and pedestrian safety. 181 .

to add service charges. 182

to understand special' dietary needs of a

pregnant woman. 183

to obtain want ads and work sch.667-es:---- 184

to anticipate obvious questions oin a job

interview. 185

to know how and why to obtain.adequate exercise
to restore health:- 186

to know the factors that determine need (family 187

size and.occupation.

r34

1.61

1.61

1.61

fr2

1.62

1.62

1.62

1.62

1.62

1.63

-1.63

1.63

1,63

/

1.,63

. 1.63

4
, 1.63, .

1.63 --,

1'.63

1.63

1.63

.

16

1



.4 Ratilig of Readini Competency Objectie
Page 11'

Rank Mean , test
Order Rattng Match 4

Each student will demonstrate the ability: .

' tR deal with problems
wiV

th other employees. 188 1.63 4

-fk

to know how and when to immobilize'broken .

bones. ., 189 . 1.63
t .

,.

to understand'credit card policies. 190 1,64
S.

to obtain inforMation when.ebuying a hbuse. lga 1.64

1.64

1.64

1.64

to. dlow when and how to treat shock. 192

to understand mail order purchase forms. 193

..-444.

to alpflabetize by using the first three letters 194
of names.

to know which agencies or departments provide
various.types of services. 195

to follow sequential directions in basic working. 196

to know basic child-rearing practices. 197

to identify the location df people or places
using maps, transpOrtation schedules, street
signs, bUilding directories, and work schedules., 198

apply foi- and, obtain the various documents
associated with travel.' 199

to ct the appropriate birth control method. 200

to know an individual's rights when arrested,
held, tried, paroled, or pardoned. 201

to understand the relationship between over7
the-counter versus prescription drugs. 202 4
to gain information from training manuals. 203

to know the demands of jury duty. 204

to fdOlow sequential directions on parking
meters. 205

to know where to get help if there is street
fight. 206

to know the facilities available in mental health
clinics. 207

1.64

1.64

1.65

1.65

1.65

1.66 f'

1.66

1.66

1.66

1.66

1.66-

1.66'

,



Ratilig Of Reading Competency Objectives
Page 12'

EacK student will demonstrate the ability:'
V

I I

Rank Mean Test
Order Rating Match

IOW

4: to gain information for coMpany policy stItements. 208 , 1..66

to know the basic principles of nutrition., 209 1.67

to know why and how to keep a pefftson who is'
ill in bed.

to-follow.basic directions ib textbooks.

to interpret abb'revialions Ad apply knowledge
in a advertisement.

-4
to know the circiumstances under which yarious
types of information might be helpful.

to gain inforMation for 1ea5e agreements.

to know the various medical faCOrties
"available in private clipics.

to follow sklaNtial direations on basic
utility and household devices.

to deter4e correctylacement of specific
information on_an address order.

to readand extract necessary information from
a variety of materials.

to distinguish among fact, fiction, and opinion.

to khow which acts society deems criminal.

to specify the meaning of a commpn abbreviation.

to select information that fits in'a speciTied
blank on a basic income tax-or W-2 form.

to follow...instructions and supply and correctly
place needed data on-an unemployment insurance
claim.

to know about voter registration.

to read and use correctly information from sudh
sources as textbooks, tradebooks, job .manuals,

'catalogues, telephone directories,'magazines,
newspapers, copsumer's guides, dictionaries,
and entertainment guides.

'210

. 211

1.67

r. 1.67

212 .68

213 1.68

214 1.68

..447

215 1.68

216 1.68

217 1.68

218 1.69

219 1.09
,

220 1.69

221 11.70.

.222 1441'

223 1.71

224 1.71

225 . 1 .t71

lk

\ 1,

4,



'Rating of Reading Competency Objectives
Page 13

a

a

'Each student will demonstrate the ability:

Rank Mean Test

Order Rating . Match

.* to understand the financial aspects of employment. 226-
,

1.71

to id tify and place darka on an appliCation
for nmbership to a discount stode. 227 1,71

to lan-allocation of personal resources to
meet basic needs and wants.

,)

to know an individual's rights when i,arrants
are issued. 229 1.72

to calculate elapsed time, When given a startivg
time and stopping time. 230 1.72

to interpret the legend on-a 'highway map. .231 1.72.

- to know how to use various media of exchange. 232 1.72

to understand the special health needs and
concerns 'of adolescents. 233 1.720

228 1.72

4 to know whep and how to hire a lawyer or gain
access'to other legal aid. 234 1.73

14
, tO identify both present and future needs and

wants such as food, clothingNeducation, health,
housing, legal, recreation, and transportation. - 235 1.73

to find the various conditions of the agreement
when given a simple contract.

, 236 1.73

to understand the physical and psychological in-
fluences of congenital defects. - 237 . 133

to know when 8 lawyer is needed. 238. 1.73

to generate alternative services and products
for satisfying basic needs 8nd wants.

.
239 1.74,

)

to follow the equential dfrections on voting
---.V

machines. 240 1.73

- to identify the procedure that should be followed
for a recipe on'a label or.package.

to fill ,out a request for a money order.
r I

:

to understand what to include in.a,resume.

2,7

241 1.74

242 1.74

243 1.74



4

Rating of Reading CompetenCy Objective's
Page 14

Each student will demonstrate the ability:

Rank
Order

Mean
Rating

Test
Match

to apply Writing skills to a resume format. 244 1.74

to complete a library card application,
supplying inforlmation to the correct numbered
space. 245 1.74

,

to use a table of content§. 0 246 1.74 :-

,

to know ah individual's tsights regarding bail

to follow directions on local, state, and
national maps.

247

248

1.74

, 1.75

to use a table of contents(246).

to indicate the procedures required by the
instructions in a standard ninth-grade textbook.

to apply'information given about fiber content
and laundry.instructions in the care of a
garment.

249

250

/251

1.75

1.75

1.75

to know the advantages of making a bUdget. 252 1.75

to read and extractinformation from a document
- for domestic purposes such as newspaper adver-

tisements, bills, sales policies, consumer infor-'
matioR, government pamphlets, contracts and lease
agreements, day careinformation, travel and
recreation. . 253 1.75

to read to oneself,for entertainment. 254 ,1.76

to know about the electoral process and the p
individual's role in balloting. 255 1.76- .

: to understand the principles of crime prevention. 256 1.76

to know how to-select, purchase, and maintain
insurance policies. 257 1.76

to know how various kinds of taxes are collected. 258 1.76

to read continued learning material such as
textbooks, reference materials, newspapers, and

magazines. 259 1.77

to know what'a budget is and how it should be
used. 260 1.77



,

Rati'rkg of Reading Competency Objectives
'Page 5#

0

Each student will demonstrate the ability:

to interpi-et ind complete a variety of fofts such
.as tax, contract, and applidation.

to'locate an index in a single resource..

to know how to fill out'a job evaluation
form.

to 'know the stages of child development.

to read and use vocabulary words and their
meanings essential for gainin§ information
aboui 'school, work, or society by correctly
matching given vocabulary swords to their
given meanings.

to calculate hours to figure overtime.

to know the basic procedures for the care and
upkeep of personal possessions.'

to understand financial and social issues in
family planning.

to know about the constitutional guarantees
of individual rights,

to know how tax forms are used in the collec ion
of various kinds of taxes..

to gain day care information:

to compare benefits in employment.

to know the eXit regulations for public establish-
ments.

to use an index to find, topics and subjects.

to answer questions regarding §equence and ,

measurement skills involved in reading a recipe.

to establish and evaluate financial resources
needed to purchase products and services.

to apply'for or gain access to various types of
community services.

Rank Mean Test
Order Rating Match

261

262

263

264
T

).

1.77

E... 1 .7111b)

1.77

1.77

265 1,77

266 1.77

267 1.7L

268 1:77

269 1.77 *

27d 1.78

271 1.78

272 1.78.

273 1.78

274 1.78

275 1.78

276 1.78

277 1.78

to UNerstand the special nealth neRds and
concerns of adolescents. regarding, sexual maturation. 278



.Rating of Reading Competency Objectives
Page 16

A.

Each student will demonstrate the ability:

to gain access to legal aid.

Rank Mean Test
_Order Rating Match

279 1 aa
to gain information through public announcementi. 280 1.78

,to know' the various types of taxes. 281 1.79

td identify major categories of personal resources
such as time, energy, money, personal contracts;
and ski l ls 282 _ 1_19

to interpret facts in order to make logical judg-
ments. 283 1.79

to gain information regarding ass.ignments for
school. - 284 1.79

to gain information from shiles policies. 285 1.79

to classify and identify ttie type of data
4

requested on a charge account form.. 286 1.79
.-,

to knowlan individual's,rights regarding pa'role. 287 1.79 ,

to und6rstand the compilation', coqiitruction, and
importance of a resume or a descr-rOtion of
previous jobs. . 288 1.80,

o use grid marks and map directions to find
locations on &street map. 289 ,1.80

todetermine insurance needs. -290 , 1.80

to understand legal and financial aspects
connected with'loaning, borrowing, and charging
and to recognize,unreasonable terms and fraudu-
lent practices.

to4read a care label on clothing.

to locate a job manual.

to understand the financial aspects of figu
out stck time.

to compute salaries.

to know about the constitutional guarantees of
due process.

to know what kinds of demands the governmentimay.
ahd does make on individuals.

291 1.80

292 1.80

293 1.80

294 1.80

295 1.81

296' 1.81

297 1 81

I
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Rating of Reading-Competency Qbjectives
Page 17

4.1

.Rank Mean Test
Order 'Rating Match

. .

. Each student wililidemonstratethe ability:, ,,
,

d

to locate telephone area code information; 298
-;

i
to know which acts society deems felonies. 299

-..

.

to know which. acts society deems misdemeanors. 100

to know the four basic food grou0s. 301

to know what kinds of demands the selective
,

service makes., 302

to obtain information wheh doing a home-repa
job:* 303

tO understand how lo protect a car against theft. 304

to usean index for the yellow pages. -305,

to use a budget to set realistic limits on 4 -

spending. 306

to identify types of purchase-receipts and

1.81 s.

1.$1

't 1.81

1.81

1.81'

1.81

1.81

1.82

',' 1.82

service records that need to be saved. 307 . , 1.82

to read and extract information ffom an informatton
sharingdocument for vocational purposes, matching

L

specified information contained in the document'
to the appropriate purpose from such documents as
training manuals, job and safety requirements
(e.g. time cards, quota charts), memoranda, want
ads, work schedules, company policy statements,
and union contracts. 308 1.82

to iecognize the reading, salutatiofi,,closing
and signature of a letter. 309 . 1.82

'-to identify the advantages and disadvantages of
using various types of financial resources (e.g.
net income, savings, credit, food stamps, personal
contracts, personal property) in making various
consumer purchases. 310 1.82

to know how taxes are collected. 311 1.82

to know bow economic factors affect budgeting. 312 1.8?

4

to know the difference between lay-offs and
firings. 313 1.82, :

to identify the corlect placement of information %.

on an'income tax return,: 314 1.82

""4*



Rating of Reading'Compatency Oblectives
Page 18 7

Each student. will demonstrate the ability:
S.

. to know the basic principles of meal 'planning. 315 1.83

Rank Mean Test
. Order Rating Match

to know where to go for information about mailing ,

a,package.,, 316 4.83

to identify and, use a variety of sources of
information to fined.needed and wanted products
and services (e.g., catalogs, consumer guides,
institutions,yellow pages, newspapers, and-

a

personal contracts.) 317 1.83

to figure gut when insurance payments areL due. 318 1.83

to support a given conclusion by identifying
specific information.

/
319 1s.84

to gain consumer informatior0 ,

., .

to maintain and protect purchases.

320

321('

1.84

1.84

- to understand peer group influences. 322 , 1.84 c,

to understandlong term financial agreements. 323 1.84

to read.and assess job descriptions. 324 1.84

-to use various sources to identify job
opportunities. 325 ..,1.85

to understand the principles of comparison' !

.

shopping and the relation of price to quality. 326 1.85

to identiily ''.)0 main idea or topic wken implied. 327 1.85

to find the best insurance policy for particular
needs:s 328 1.85

to determine facts or inferences from a given
,

.44

k. selection. 329 1.85

, to derive wordbeanings from context clues.' 330
d%.

1.85

-to gain information from a vocation memorandum. 331 1.85

-to determine the amount of sales tax when given
the cost of an item and the rate cf tax. 332'. 1.85 .

-to locate headings in resource material. 333 '1.86 .

S.

32



Rating of Reading Competency Objectives
Page 19

. Each student will demonstrate the'ability:

A.

Rank Mean Test

Order Rating Match

- tb gain information for society from newspaper 334 1.86

Materials.
4a

,

- to identify relationships in terms of facts . 335 1.86

and'opinions. .

* to identify the medning of words with 336 1186

multiple meanings using context clues.
, i

,

- to gain fnformation for the home from 337, 1.86

newspaper matirria1s. 7

oto match needs and job descriptions. 338. 1.86

-6 use logical budget categories. 339 1.86

to extract information from graphs, 'tables 340 1.87

charts, maps, and diagrams.

- to identify the'approprlate source of 341 1.87. .

information (almanac, dictionary,
encyclopedia) to solve a problem%

c(

to understand the emotional swings of adolescents. 342

. 6

-to place orders. 343

. th'identify definitions of multi-meaning words. 344

to understand the need for continuing education 345

and growth.

1.87

tt37

1.88

1.88

-to recognize that Oredicted outcomes are '346 1.88

based upon known facts.

-6 select needed products and services 347 1.88

identified during planning.

-to know what factors outside the individual 348 1.88

-yinight affect his job benefits such as
, pension, insurance, and vacation.

'4.to know the legal restrietions that govern 349 1.88

employers and employees.

- to apply infqrmation to.answer questions about 350 1.88

warranties.

33



Rating of Reading Competency Objectives -
Page 0

Each student will demonstrate the ability:

to identify different types of credit
(signature load's, collateral.loihs, charge
,accounts) and sources of credit (credit
unions, banks, loan companies, private
individuals) and recognize the adVaritagds, s
and disadvantages of each type.

';

to select the department or floor to locate 352_
a specific itedi or service, when given a
department store directory.

to know where to go to purchase particular , 353

, %

/
Rank Mean test
Orler Rating 'Match-

,

351 . 1.88

goods and services.

to interpret and evaluate advertising as to 354 1.89

real savings, appeal and pressure tacts, And
misrepresentation of prdducts and . .

-

services.

to know the laws concerning dating of 355 1.89

k particular types of consumer goods
such 'as prescriptions.and datry products.

to identify conclusion.s drawn from a
stated main idea:

356 1.89

,to know the diffe4nt types of stores ,357 1.89

'(cooperatives, department, retail, wholesale).

o obtain telephoneinformAtion for a.distant 358 e 1.89

4.

' to determinemhich bus to take to arriife at 359 1.89

a certain time.

. 6 recognize iniAation on a budget problem. , 360 1.89

to answer spbcific questions concerning completion 361 1.90
,

of an affidavit of registration.
-

to use road, city, and special transportation maps. 36? 1.90

tolknow about the constitutional guarantees of 363 1.90

the Bill of Rights. 4

34



Rating of.Reading.Competency Objeciiyes
.Page 21

9
Rank Mean Test
Order Rating -Match

A

taCh student will demonstrate the ability:

°to identify relevant or irrelevant details ,

about the main idea of a given reading
.selection.

..vto understand welfare forms.
dee

364

365

.to establish'persona1 goals for growth. 366

to _understand _how. and__why ettployees _make 367--
decisions about promotion and didmissal.

vto select fromlabels or lis4.of ingredients 368 :

the product thatis best suitdd for a
specified piepose..

*

'to know the'laws hat have been passed 369
to reghlate f1mniability on drapes and cloth,

'to compare the amount of time, energy, motley, 370
and personal skills reguired by alternative
products and services for satisfying a
spectfic basie need.

-to list possessions for insurance, p4rPoses. 371

-to select and justify the' choice of a product or 372
service in terms of needs and resources.

1.90

*

1.90

1.90

1.90

*to determine the sale price of an article when 373 1.9l .

given the price and rate of discount.

-*to understandtwhat to do at the scend of a 374 1.91

theft or'break-in to help police solve the case.

- to select from labels or lists of ingredients 375 1.91

the product that is best suited for a'specified
purpose.

e to know the differences betcween types of sources' 376 1.91

of job opportunities (newspapers, agencies,
word-of-mouth).

- to know where to go to purchase particular goods 377

or services.
1.91

.40
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Rank
Order

Each student will demonstrate the ability:

-to determine which room to he in at a specified 37a'

time and holy/ to get there when-given the floor
plan of a building and a schedule.

.-to find a location when given.p street'guide. 379

'to understand armed forces forms. 380

-to knOw where to go for help in s1 vi ng consumer 381

, complaints and 9roblems.

,to judge the reasonableness and relevancy of 382

written statements.

to know to go to a complaint department or 383

or manager within a store or industry
solve complaints or problems.

to know how to orders in restaurants. 384

386to know,the typos of elections:

' to gain information for a basic prescribed 386

school net.

to identify stated supportive details. 387

to know what information legally does not need to 388

berepprted in a resume or a description of
previous jobs.

-to attain a self-concept regarding reading. 389

. to'locate a 'catalog. 390

to know how to place mail or catalog orders. 391

' to compare and contrast pieces, pagkaging, 392

and quality of qualifications in relation
to the kind and amount of product or service
needed or to compare and contrast price tn .

relation to packaging, quality, kind, or amount. .

- to use Effectively size-cost comparisons. 393

1.92

1.92

1.92

1.93

1.93

Mean Test
Rating Match

1.91

f.91

1.92

.1.92

1.93
-

1.93

1.93'

1.93

1.94

1.94

1.941

.



Rating of Reading Competency Objectives
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Each student will demonstrate the ability:

)

Rank Mean Test
Order Rating ,Match

. to attain personal development through 394 1.94 ,A
choice alternatives.

*
- to know to go to the Better Business BUreau for 395 1.94
help in solving consumer complaints or /

problems.

- to calculate a future date, when given 396- 1.94 ,

the _present-date- and a -number of days.

-to know what factors outside the individual --397 1.94
might affect his job choice or interests.

f

to read and extract information from a written ,398 1.94
announcement for soCietal purposes by
identifying specified information contained in
the document and match such information to'a
specified social\purpogeusing such materials
as publtc announcements, legal documents,
newspaper materials, political materials, and
emergency announcellients.

k, ,

- to identify the facts in an advertise- 399 1.94
ment and make a judgment about the sincerity-
of it.

I

,f..

: -to match between jnterests and job descriptions., 400- 1.94

1 .

to give different units that are equivalent to a 401 1:94
given measure of time.

,

- tolocate a glossary. 402 1.94

-to locate an-almanac. 403 $ 1.94

4 -to identify meanings of word forms in context 404 1.94
possessives, plurals, etc.):

4.
.to compare and contrast costs (e.g., time and 405 1.94
money) involved in the tare and upkeep of major
personal purchases under various circumstances
(e.g., do it yourself.versus hiring service

ty, ,

. to identify "signal words" in context 406
(but, however, etc.). .1---- .

37
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Rank , Mean Test
Order Rating , Match

Each student will demonstrate the ability:

- to understand how an employer uses a job . 407 1.95
history.

-to use lists to prevent impulse shopping.

- to identify the cause, when given a
series df effects.

40t 1.95

. 409 1.95

-to ansWer questimsbasecton a gtverrnewspaper 4T0, -LW
article.

- to know which educational and job experiences 411 1 95
are required for specific occupatiov1,categorTes
and how these requiremen4 relate to t e duties
of thejobs in those categories.

--to know the economic factors of seasonal 412 ', 1.95
employment and its effect on*edictable incoTR.

to apply generai consumer terms such as '413 1.95
dairy products for eggs and. fresh produce
for carrots.

- to decide on the best alternative products 414 1.95
and services.to satisfy several basic needs
and wants.

. to identify synonyms of words in context. 415 1.95

to know which store is best to buy specific 416 1.96
products.

- to identify similarities ;in a group of given 417 1.97
statements.

- to understand the forms for subscriptions. 418 '1.97

- to identify resourceWailable to aid the , 419 1.97
,consumer in the face of misleading and/or fraudulent
produce/service claims or tactics.

- to know the minimum qualifications for specific 420 1.97
jobs.

- to figure out arrival times from transporation 421 1.97
schedules.

38
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- Rank

Order

Each student will demonstrate the ability:

.to gain information from a union contract.

-to know the special types.of diets
(low cholesterol, low.salt, diabetic).

to know the relationship .between availability
of jobs and opportunities for advancement.

-to use transportation schedules.

422

423

424

425

to use a cataldg to 2trut-iniie,ayailable
products...

426

- to calculate theyast or future time, when
given the time Afid a given number of,hours
and/or minutes.

427

-to know the relationship between taxes and ,

social services.
428

. to find the neaPest bus stop on a city bus map. 429

-to locate
#

an encyclopedia. 430

S. to understand the special health needs of
.

adolescent acne and skin problems.

vto identify appropriate public and private

431

432
- sources available to provide advice on

financial matters.

-to distinguish between relevant and irrelevant' 433
informatton.

.
r

Mean
Rating

Test
Match

1.97

1.97

1.97

1.98

1.98
Sc

_1.98

1.98

1.98
r-7

1.98

1.98
,

1.98

1.98

-to. know legal restrictions of employer- 434 1.99.the

employee contracts.

.to follow directions about local mass' 435 41.99
transportation.

(

to use appropriate reference materials 436 1.99
(encyclopedia, dictionary, card catalog,
parts of books, informative footnotes).

.to know the,types of services provided by taxes.. 437

39
r

A
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Rating,of Reading -Competency Objectilles
Page n

Each student will'demonstrate the ability:

'-to follow sequential direction§ in 438 .1 99
do-it-yourself kits.

-to p0form computations of'the sort required 439
on the most basic income tax forM.

to locate facilities relative to home. 440

Rank Mean Test

Order Ratirg Match
,

to identify antonyms of words in context.

to determine in iccor nce with one's needs and
resburces the relativ rits and desired extent
of4various forms of Ofloduct-prote tion
(insurance, alarm systems).

to understand the relationship of price the
quality and life of consumer 4Oods.

"to, use a store directorY to select the department
or floor that proyides a specified item or service

- to gain information for society from legal
documents.

. to select and justify the most appropriate
financial resource.

to determine the appropriate mode of
transportation.

to_understand the concepts of brand-name
versus house brand.

to compare fresh, froien,
foods. for cost and nutriti

6 use catalogs, consumer
other reference dociments
and services.

canned and prepackaged
onal value..

gUidesi and
to seleCt goods

. -.

.. to know about the
0

electoral proce.ss sand

the individual's role in it.
_

Ito know how"to determine transporation,
factors such as.cost, time, accessibility,
and convenience.

1.00

1.00

441 1.99

442 1.99

443 2.00

2.00

-445 2.00

446 2.00'

41

'447 2.00

448 200

449 2.00

450 2.00

444

451 2.00

452 2.01
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'Rating of Reading Cqmpetency Objectives
_Page 27

Each student will demonstrate the ability:

Rank , Mean Test
Order Rating Match

. to'respond to dictionary items that deal with 453 2.01
alphabetizing, pronuntiation, parts of
speech, ar/19 secondary definitions.' .

to know how to use fees to identify ., 454 2.01
job opportunities.

to understand weights and measures ih 455 2.01
_order_to cut a_ recipe_in_half.

, . to differentiate between fact and 6pinion 456. 2.01
. .

in a newspaper article or editorial.

(
.to identify examples of exaggerallOn 457 2.01

and persuasive language in a story.
.

to understand factors other than price 458 2.01
that determine quality._ ,..

to,know how modes and techniques of 459 2.01

advertiSing, including inappropriate
or, illegal techniques, appeal to
emotions or peer pressure.,

* to determine appropriate modes of transporation 460' 2.01

such as car, bus, taxi, train, plane, foot,
and bicycles,.

to recognize the need for certain types of 461
hours as &factor outside the individual,
determining job chkices or interests.

to know about the constitutional guarantees 2.02
of habeas corpus.

2.02

IA

to lbcate subheadings on titles in a single , 463 2.02.
resource.

-

to know the laws that have. e passed to (64 2.02
protect consumer.

to understand the implications f the 465 2.0 ?

conservation of world resburces

,

, 4
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of Reading Competency Objectives
8

Each student will demonstrate the ability:

- to understand the impoilance of family
planning as it relates to population
grOwth as a worldwide phenomenon.

. to select predictable futuresaction
when given partial information (cause effect).

- to knoW the federal regulations governing
worktng conditions. -

.to know where and how to use a small
claims dourt.

. to answer questions based on a cash register
tape and code key.

to understand the relationship between care
durability of personal possessions.)

- to.understand that the 4bvernment needs
tax revenue to operate.

- to determine the required travel time, when
given the distance between two points and
a rate of travel.

to identify appropriate reference sources.

to know how andwhy income and sales taxes
are collected.

to follow a basic direction in a core.list.

to determine the best travel plans for
his need's when given .a bus or plane schedule.

to- . . tons- noted
on a transportation schedule.

to locate a multi-resoyrce center libray card.

. to know where to go for vocational testing.

.to know various modes and techniques of adver-
tising, including inappropraite or illegal
techniques,

'12

Rank
'Order

Mean
Rating

Test
Match-

466 2.02

467 62.03

468 2.03

469 ?,03

470 2 03

471 2.03

472. 2.03

473 2.04

474 2.04

475 2.04

476 2.04

477 2.04
ri

.478 2.04

479 2.05

48Q 2.05.

011 2.05
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Rating Of Reading Competency Objectives
Rage 9

Each student will demonstrate the ability:

7
to ,try to influence representatUes through 482 2.05
letter Orftfng.

- to locate a muldiresource center lIbrary 483 2.06
card catalog.

to know that brand names usually cost more. isg4 2.05

to make in'ferences including order amd segbence, 485 2.05
cause and effect-, esepartson -and--eorttrast,

prediction'of outcome, and understanding of
characters' behaviors, emotions, and motives.

- to know which source to use in particular' 46 . 2.06
cirpumstances to iderftifyt)b opportunities.

* to identify words and/or phrases that demonstrate 487 2.06,
cause and those that demonstrate effect
in 6 given selection.

Rank Mean Test
Order , Rating Match

to follow sequential game directions. 488 2.06

to sgrt ana classify ideas and/or large 489 2.06
thought units.

- to apply for welfare.

to know which agencies or facilities
provide various types of information.

'to locate trade bbokS. .0

to understantlkhow the individual can try to
influence his representative'.

Jk

to fill out a 1040 form.

490 2.07

.491 '2.07

492 , 2.07 ,

493 2.08

494 2.08

- to follow basic sequential sewing directioRs. 495 2.08

t4

,

fill out an application for a library.card. 496 '2.09
-

* to know which agencies provide weather reports.., 497 2.09

to know how vocational testing and,counseling 498 2.09
can belp individuals identify job interests
and'abilities.



Rating'of Reading Competencybbjectives
Page 30

Each student will\demonstrate the ability:

to understand American ideals and the
concept of democracy.

. to figure gas mileage.

Rank Mean Test
Order Rating Match

499 2.09

500 .2.09

. to read and use correctly material by 501 2.10
locating specified information from
resource sections such as a table,of contents,
index, gloccary, _appendix. foatnotes
4ibliography, headings, and subheadings.

. to calculate fares and other costs of 502 2.10
transportation.

- to compute specific sales tax. 503

to calculate distance using a road map., 504 2.10 .

..to understand the relationship between 505 2.10

ability and interest,

tolocate reference materials in a multi-
resource center.

to know how much experience is necessary for
technical jobs.

to know which services are.offered by the
Humane Society .

to understand bait-and-switch advertising
techniques. .

to attain personal satisfaction and achieve-
ment through shared activities.

506 2:11

507 2.11

508 2.12

50? 2.12

510 2.12

. tcl decide when quality and durability should 511 , 2.12
be sacrificed toprice and case of use.

(

* to attain personal development through 512 .2.12

satisfaction with time spent.

r,
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Eacti student will, demonstrate the ability:

to determine a transportation route. 513II

, to krkow where to go for rental services. '514

. ,. to attain.personal 'development thwough 515

4

Rank
Order

knowledge of selected material.

...

. to knOw which acts iociety deems 41

, "white collar" versus "blue collar" crimes.

to use hobbies for pers,onal growlh.

.to use advertisements to establish product
capabilitie

. to know how tammake reservations an0 other
travel arrangements.

.lo identify stated and/or inferred sequences
within selected contents.'

. to understand the,implicatioris of consumption
in light offinite world resources.

.

to know which educationai and'job exper'iehces
are,remired by clerical jobs.and how these
requirdRents relate fo the duties,pf the jobs.

. to read and use textbook materials coverim
subjects other than-reading or English.

. to understand the implications ot recycling
world resources.

to know ariods packaging, techniques and
which are most cost effective in terms
-of qual y s urage.

to kniiw how to tip.

to-locate a consumer!,4,guidet

s to identify words with forceful connotative
meanings.

to use a consumer guide to find the best buy.

516

517

518

520

521

522

523

524

' .525

526.

527

528 #

529

2.12

2.13'

2.13

2;13

2.14

2.15

2.15
7

Mean Test
Rating Match

2.14

2.13

2:13

2.15

2.15

,2.16

2.16

2.17

2.17



Rating.of Reiding.CoMpetency Objectives
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lech student will demonstrate the ability;

& to know the legal restrictions on unions and 530 2.17'

unionism.

. to recognize shelf-life as a buying factor. 531 2.418

532 2.18

533 2.18

. to use the card cataJog. 534 2-.18

1ank Mean ' test
Order Rating -Match-

. 0

. to identify inferred main ideas.

- to gain access to various agencies.

. to know what types of licenses art required
for special recreational activities.

535 2.19

- to know the various types of services offered 536 2.20

by public and private facilities for
recreation and entertainment.

- to be 'aware of price-fixing techniques.

to identify and evaluate author's purposes.

537 2.21

538 2.21

- to read and use a library tool such as the 539 2.21

caed catalog, referen6e hooks and materials,
se

to know that ingredients are listed in a 540 2.21 .

particular order tO protect consumers.

541 -2.22

642 2.22

543 2.23
,

- to know the'reasons for social legislation. 544 2.23

- to know the relationships among cost, availability, 545 2 23

and need.

' to recognize the size of a paaage as,a storage 546

factor.

- to identify inferred-supportive details.

. to, understand hotel reservation forms,

to locate an almanac.

to,follow directions on all types of maps.

#

,6
I.

2.23

547 2.23 `'

J.

L

got
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Rank ,Mean Test
Order Rating -Match

. .Each s udent will demonstrate the ability:

o know what types of equipment, preparation,
. r previous experience might be requirA for

articipation in various activities. ...

or%

tj

'Ito gain home information from government
pamphlets.

to.know what types of activities are available
lor allowed in public parks.

/Ito select from a TV listing'page the correct
time,.channel, andscontent of given programs.

1

.to-locate in an entertainment guide such
1 information as 'times and channels of television

1 programs, mvies, concerts, and sports events._

J1

-to understand
i,

to locate specified information about ihe
school, home, or specified job, using
,headings, indices,, and cross references.

- to know what information a vocational counselor
-.needsto help a client-.

;
,

. to check the newspaper for TV programs:

:to collect titles oi a chosen subject in a
'multi-resource center.

to understand travel confirmations.

- to determine.the best travel plan from
asplane schedule.

6 understand the relation of cars to air
pollution.

.to make hotet reservations by phone.

. to understand' wh5y social service jobs require

548 2.23

549 2.24

550 2.24

551 2.25

552 2.25

.

the concept of carpooling. 553 2.25

554 226

'555 2 26

-556 2.26

557 2.26

558 2.27
,

559 4$7

560 2.27

561 2.27

562 2.27
special training.
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Rank Mean Test
Order Rating Match

Each student will demonstrate the ability:

* to understand how the time zones and 563
daylight savings time may affect travel plans.

to gain information for society.from 54 2.28
political paterials.

.-to know the composition and operation 565" 2.28
of the judiCial branCh of government.

- to know how much training it takes to be a 566 2.29
secretarytstenographer.

to know taxfng jurisdictions (restrictioni 567 2.29

on uses of tax funds).

to recognize societal responsibility and 568 .2.30

economic interdependence as reasons for 0
social legislation.

- to\understand how modern transportation 569 2.30

causes traffic jams and Parking problems1

. to understand the composition and opbration 570 2.30

of both houses of Congress.

to understand the influence of citizen's lobbies. 571 2.30 ,

to locate a TV guide. 572 2.31

to understand how modern transportation -573 2.31

causes public problems.

- tO know how to use transportation 574 2.31

transfers to advantage.
a

to read and use mult4-volume resource material 575 1 2.31

such as the.encyclopedia, Reader's Guide,
index volumes, and atlases.-

* to know where is go to see a movie or,play.

.-to schedule activities at or through
various facilities.

5.76 2.32,

577' 2.33
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Rating of Reading Competenty Objectives
Page 35

Each student wtll demonstrate the a'bility:

Rank Mean Test
Order Rating Match

to know the relationships between and 578 233
among the three branches of government.

- to figure out the square Yardage for 579 -2.33
carpeting.

to call for movie infotmation.

to calculte a plane fare.

,ta know the types of social legislation.

- to buy a commbter ticket.

to make reservations for facilities for
various activities.

to know the composition and operation
of the executive branches orgovernment.

580 2.33

581 2.33

582 2.33

583 2.34

584 2,34

585 2.34

- to understand how time zones affect long- 586 2.34
distance phone calls when making reservations.

to locate appendices in a single resource. 587 2.35

to know how to clean stains on carpets. 588 2.35

. t,o locate footnotes in a single resource: 589 2.35

to understand.how time zones affect travel plans. 590 2.35
.

- to understand the composition and operation 591 2.35

.
of the types of trials.

to understand the interdependence of nations 592 2.35
in conserving world resources.

to make maximum use of the radio in gaining 593 2.35
information.

to determine the validity,of an author's 594 2.36
reasdning.

to locate multi-volume atlases. 595 2.37



Rating of Reading Competency Objectives
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.14

Each student will demonstrate the ability:

..to locate a preface in a single resource,

. to locate a travel book.

. to find the rate of interest when given Al
of the other variables fn a simple
investment problem.

to know how senators and representatives
&re allotted by state.

. to rent equipment such as bowling
balls, canoes, bicycles, and row boats.

to locate a preface in a single resource

to select a title for a given selection.

*to know how daylight saving time affects
work schedules of service workers in the
travel industry:_

Rank
Order

Mean Test
Rating Match

596 2,37

597 2.37.

598 247

599 2.38

600 2.38

. 601

f 602

603

to know what types of museums or
cultural activities are available in an Sea.

.to locate a multi-volume index.

. to know the between and among
the federal, stat , and local governments.

to read a theatre schedule.

to locate bibliographies
resource.

. to determine the meaning
language.

to lotate a multi-volume

in a siggle

of figurative°

Reader's Guide.

to know the various types of banking trusts.
4

. to know the composition and operation
of the appeal process.

lb to understand the individual's access
to a representadve's voting record.

So

604

2.38

2.39

2.39

2.39

605 2.40

606 2.40

607 2.40

608 2.40

609 2.40

610 2.41

611 2.41

612 2.41

613 2.42
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nk Mean Test
Order Ratina M4t.ch

Each student will demonstrate the ability:

.to relate ideas or information given in 614 2.42
a passage to situations not discussed.

to knovi what the legal job requirements. 615 2.42

are for bus driv6rs.

to know,when a passport is needed.

to understand -the supreme court's _ruling_
on issues of constitutionality.

616' 2.43

b17 _

tp understand adjusting prices because of
Y8

2.44
lower supplies or shortages.

. to get permission to use facilities such 619 2.44
as bulletin boards.

. to understand the individual's influence 620 2.44

in referenda.

to understand presidential veto power. 621 2.46

. tq:aderstand the advantages and disa, 622 2.47
advantages of mass transit.

..to interpret colloquial language. 623 4- 2.48

to understand the passage of a bill 624 2.49
through the House and Senate.

.to read to others for entertainment. 625 2,50

. to know how demand is influenced through I 626
advertising.

. to understand the composition and 627. 2.51

operation of court jurisdictions.
/r

to know what skills are Irequired for 628 2.52

librarians.

. to know where to go for help in solving boycotts.' 629 2.52 -

to know how and why sales tax is regressive.

411

er`s

51,

630 2.53
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.. Each student will demonstrate the ability:

to know the types of inforpiation provided
by state university exteftion services. .

.to know the operation of presidentW succession.

.to know that the Senate must approve treaties.

- to subscribe to pncert, movie, or sports series'.

- to use a tral'iel agency.

to know the composition of the cabinet.

-'to know how 'the electoral college functions.

.to understand states' rights.

- to understand the composition and operation
of the congressional eommittee system.

- to understand home rule.

- to understand the presidential appointment
of federal judge.

to understand revenue sharing.

to understand Overlapping jurisdicfions.

to know the necessity of auditions for some
activities.

to understand the regulation of supply
through tarriffs.

.to follow and identify the parts of a
concert peogram.

. to know how international .erade affects
budgeting.
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Rank
Order

Mean
Rating,

- Test
Match

631

632

633

634

2.53

2.54

2.55

2.59

635 2.59

636 2.59

637 2.60

638 2.61

639 2.62

, .640 , 2.63

641 2.64

642 2.67

643 2.68

644 2.68

645 2.72

,. 646 2.73

647 2.80
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